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Glossary 

 

OOV: OOV stands for Out Of Vision, an item of news consisting of pictures or videos. When 

the presenter continues to read the news, the video is played on the screen. 

 

PKG: PKG is an abbreviated form of Package. The reporter's basic report includes a pre-written 

news story, a pre-recorded voice track, and a precisely edited video with an appropriate 

soundtrack. 

 

SOT: SOT refers to the Sound On Tape, whether it is an interview or voice-over. 

 

Rundown: Rundown refers to the order in which the presenter will read the news. 

 

Sting: Sting is the short theme music that goes on air before, after, and in between, taking breaks 

while the news is going on air. 

 

News Ticker: News Ticker refers to breaking news or the latest information. 

 

Panopticon: A device that refers to all being constantly observed. 

 

Gaze: It is an unknown overseer who is top in society, frequently watching and controlling all 

aspects of life.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

From childhood, I was fascinated by the media. Today, technology has reached Mars, but 

people know little about it. Every invention comes with curiosity. Everything starts from a point. 

In my early life, when I watched TV programs on the screen, I always wondered how they 

worked. Deep inside, I wanted to witness making a show or broadcasting systems of the channels 

closely in real life. I remember some TV programs such as Sisimpur, Ityadi, and Meena Cartoon 

that were very popular back then. I was obsessed and waited long before the program started. 

Even the TV advertisement played in the break time amazed me. Watching them made me 

happy. Back then, I did not understand the source of that happiness. From scriptwriting to 

storytelling, everything attracted me. I always wondered how producing and managing all of 

those was possible.  

When I recall my childhood memories, I remember all my family gathering to watch TV 

programs or news while having dinner. In 2009, during the Bangladesh Rifles revolt, I saw my 

family panicking and eagerly waiting for the latest updates. The incident was terrifying, and I 

was curious. I also watched the live streaming of that news to know the latest updates. Many 

reporters risked their safety, and the presenters' way of presenting the news got my attention. 

Among print and electronic media, the information of electronic media always comes first with 

trustworthy information. Gradually keeping up with many tragic incidents through the news 

made me realize the significance of news media. The rush of the reporters and the people's 

excitement for the information the channels provide are insane. People from every remote area of 
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the world watch TV. I became interested in everything related to the media. Their management 

system, backstage works, and everything somehow pleased me. 

 

After being admitted into the Department of English and Humanities at BRAC 

University, I took Media and Culture Studies as my major. While choosing my major, I checked 

the course grid of every major, and I found the courses in Media and Cultural Studies to be more 

engaging and relevant to real life. Media is the primary means of mass communication, such as 

broadcasting, publishing, and the internet, regarded as a whole. I have done some courses in the 

media stream, which influenced me to choose my career path—for instance, Copywriting, 

Editing, Globalization and the Media, and Translation Studies. The problem I faced was that 

most of the courses were related to print media, but I wanted to do an academic internship on a 

TV channel. I thought about it and chose TV channels over print media to fulfill my long-time 

curiosity. 

Later On, I chose NEWS24 among other TV channels because NEWS24 is a leading TV 

channel in Bangladesh. It is well-known for its reliable news and in-depth coverage. This news 

channel's management system is punctual and dedicated to unfolding the stories. It delivers the 

latest news and events happening all around the world. People like NEWS24 for its breaking 

news, exclusive interviews, and in-depth reporting from across the globe. I applied to NEWS24 

and gave my interview. I finally got the internship. I was offered to work as an intern on the 

National and International Desk. I chose to work at the International Desk because it was related 

to the course Translation Studies. My internship lasted three months, from February 8, 2023, to 

May 8, 2023. Working with them at the beginning of my career was a great opportunity and 

honour.  
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From the very beginning of my internship, I have always tried to listen to my mentor. My 

motive was to learn and experience the life of a Desk-Reporter. Every job wants an employee 

with real-life experience. I was focused and wanted to know everything about the International 

Desk. I learned 'Bijoy' Bangla typing on the first day of my work. As it was a Bangla news 

channel, I had to learn the Bangla language typing as soon as possible. My mentors helped me 

with every small inquiry when I got stuck with my typing. I adapted within very little time and 

started to work professionally. I finally witnessed how the different departments work together to 

accomplish one goal. First, I was given more than enough time to complete my parts with proper 

mentoring. It felt epic that I finally worked on what I wanted. Even though it was my first 

professional experience, I hoped my journey would be incredible.  
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Chapter 2 

History 

 

Fig 1: NEWS24 channel Logo 

 

Every successful organization has a beginning story. NEWS24 also has an inspiring 

history of starting. NEWS24 is an HD Satellite and cable pay television channel. It is one of the 

fastest-developing channels in Bangladesh. It is devoted to news programming. NEWS24 focuses 

on Bengali programs as it is a Bengali-language news channel. It prioritizes serving the latest and 

valid news to the people with the vision of being the best Bangla news channel. It is trying to 

provide its valuable information twenty-four hours to become the mouthpiece of real 

Bangladesh. From the time it started its journey, it never looked back. Its growth was noticeable. 

The positive response from people inspired it to do well. It wants to be marked locally and 

globally. NEWS24 is trying to keep its position as a leading news channel in Bangladesh where 

only the voice of truth speaks.  

 

2.1. Brief History of NEWS24 

 

 NEWS24 is an HD Satellite television that officially went on air on July 28, 2016. It is 

one of the largest private TV channels in Bangladesh. East West Media Group, a Bashundhara 
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Group subsidiary, owns it. East West Media Group is mainly a broad media enterprise controlled 

by the parent company Bashundhara Group and was established in 2009. The sister channel of 

NEWS24 is T-Sports. Newspapers such as The Daily Sun, Kalter Kantho, Banglanews24.com - 

an online news portal, and Radio Capital - an FM radio station - are owned by the East West 

Media Group.  

 Even though NEWS24 was officially launched in 2016, the processing started long 

before. East West Media Group got the license to run NEWS24 in November 2013, granted by 

BTRC (Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission). Its first official logo was 

revealed in February 2016, and the revised one on March 26, 2021. After the first test broadcast 

on March 26, 2016, it started its journey on July 28. In 2021, NEWS24 started its high-definition 

broadcasts, which provide a substantially higher image resolution than the previous generation of 

technologies.  

 

2.2. Organizational Profile 

 

Organization    NEWS24 

 Launched    28 July 2016 

 Owned by    East West Media Group 

 Web Address    http://www.news24bd.tv/ 

 Email     info@news24bd.tv 

 Telephone    +8802 55036655 

 Fax     8800255036651 

 Language    Bengali 

http://www.news24bd.tv/
mailto:info@news24bd.tv
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 Picture Format    1080i HDTV     

Address  Plot No: 371/A, Block No: D, Bashundhara R/A, Dhaka, 1229 

 

2.3. Organogram of NEWS24 

 

Fig 2: Organogram 

 This is the current hierarchy chart of NEWS24. As for the main organogram, the 

Managing Director manages the organization's four central departments: Broadcast Operation, 

HR and admin, News and Current Affairs, and IT. The News and Current Affairs department has 

two sections in the hierarchy table. They are the Senior News Editor and Head of News. The 

Head of News assigns the editor, senior broadcast, broadcast journalist, and correspondents. 
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Under the Senior news editor, the news editor, the joint news editor, the newsroom editor, and 

the trainee news editor report their duty. As an intern, I worked under the trainee news editor to 

take the command. 

 

2.4. NEWS24 News Schedules 

NEWS24 constantly broadcasts news every zero hours. Currently, its focus is on news 

and entertainment for all groups. NEWS24 has programs for all ages, genders, and all corners of 

people. The daily broadcasting schedule is strictly followed, but program time is changed at any 

time if any emergency happens. The Azan time is changed regularly. Without Friday, the daily 

schedule is always the same. The Daily Transmission Schedule of August 13, 2023 is given here: 

 

NEWS24 

Daily Transmission Schedule 

On 

 Air Time 

News/Program Name Total Commercial 

Duration with 

(promo, filler) 

before 

News/PGM 

Duration 

1 am Probashe News24 12 mins 18 mins 

1.30 am Team Undercover 12 mins 18 mins 

2 am Orthonity Vabona 25 mins 35 mins 
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3 am News24 Sports Arena 14 mins 16mins 

3.30 am It’s Amazing 13 mins 17 mins 

4 am Raat 12tar Songbad 20 mins 40 mins 

4.20 am Fazr er Azan 4 mins 53sec 4 mins 53sec 

5 am Islam O amra 30 mins 30 mins 

6 am Alokito Protidin 1 min 24 mins 

7 am Shokaler Songbad 9 mins 21 mins 

7.30 am News24 Desh 9 mins 21 mins 

8 am Jonotrontro Gonotrontro 15 mins 45 mins 

9 am Shokal 9tar Songbad 9 mins 21 mins 

9.30 am S.Interview 12 mins 18 mins 

10 am Shokal 10tar Songbad 28 mins 32 mins 

11 am Shokal 11tar Songbad 13 mins 17 mins 

11.30 am News24 Sports Arena 16 mins 14 mins 

12 pm News24 Diner Songbad 31 mins (with Azan) 29 mins 

12.52 pm Juhor er Azan 4 mins 12sec 4 mins 12sec 
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1 pm Business Hour 26 mins 34 mins 

2 pm Dupurer Songbad 30 mins 30 mins 

3 pm CTG Protidin 18 mins 12 mins 

3.30 pm News24 International 16 mins 14 mins 

4 pm News24 Bikaler Songbad 18 mins 20 mins 

4.38 pm BTV News 7 mins (with Azan) 16 mins 

4.52 pm Asor er Azan 4 mins 12sec 4 mins 12sec 

5 pm Islam O amra 7 mins 53 mins 

6 pm News24 Desh 14 mins 16 mins 

6.30 pm News24: English News 19 mins (with Azan) 11 mins 

6.38 pm Magrib er Azan 4 mins 12sec 4 min 12sec 

7 pm News24 Sondhar Songbad 30 mins 30 mins 

8 pm Program: Its Amazing 15 mins (with Azan) 15 mins 

8.25 pm Esha er Azan 4 mins 12sec 4 mins 12sec 

8.30 pm Program: Sci Tech24 13 mins 17 mins 

9 pm SPL Interview 14 mins 16 mins 
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9.30 pm News24 Sports Arena 16 mins 14 mins 

10 pm News24 Rater Songbad 30 mins 30 mins 

11 pm Jonotrontro Gonotrontro 18 mins 42 mins 

12 pm Raat 12tar Songbad 23 mins 37 mins 

 

Fig 3: News Schedules 

 

2.5. News Desks 

 News Desks are essential for any news channel because the root of each of the programs 

is created here. NEWS24 Newsroom is a very active and busy place. The well-organized and 

friendly environment of NEWS24 improves the creative work of the employees here. The Desks 

are: 

1. The National Desk 

2. The International Desk  

3. The Central Desk  

4. The Sports Desk 

5. The Business Desk  

6. The Assignment Desk 

7. The Production Desk  
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Fig 4: News Desks 

 

1. National Desk 

The National Desk is the busiest desk among all the desks. It handles our country's 

internal affairs, such as political, local, and entertainment. The National Desk is the center of 

attraction for this leading news channel. The information is usually collected from different 

sources. Journalists of NEWS24 mainly work for the national desk. Sometimes, when a variety of 

events take place, the workload of this desk becomes so high. 

 

2. International Desk  

 The International Desk is the most exciting and creative desk of NEWS24. It mainly 

focuses on international or global news or events. Political, entertainment or any exciting news is 

covered in this section. There is no staff reporter for this desk. The desk reporters usually collect 

news from different verified and trustworthy international news portals. This desk has four 

reporters to handle all the international news and events. There is also a segment called 
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"Probashe" news, which is a part of the International Desk. The desk reporters work on it beside 

the International Desk. 

 The Program Desk is also a sub-desk of NEWS24. It mainly works for a program called 

“It's Amazing.” It is broadcast every day except Friday. It also has a few segments such as 

Fashion, Culture, Hollywood, Bollywood, international songs, etc. This program is a pre-

recorded TV program. 

 Under NEWS24, there is also another sub-desk for English Bulletin. English Desk 

prepares news translated into English for the global people. Two desk reporters are working 

under the English Desk of NEWS24. 

 

3. Central Desk  

 The news editors maintain the Central Desk of NEWS24. They mainly recheck and edit 

the news pieces prepared by the desk reporters or reporters before the broadcast. They take the 

command from the chief news editor of NEWS24. Currently, four news editors are working 

under NEWS24. They handle the work of reporters and the work of the production team. They 

decide which news should be on air and which one should not. Based on the decision, they 

updated the rundown of the broadcast. 

 

4. Sports Desk 

 The Sports Desk covers national and international sports-related news. Sports journalists 

and desk reporters collect information about games or sports events and organize that 

information chronologically and excitingly. This desk works for sports lovers to keep them 

updated. 
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5. Business Desk  

 The Business Desk of NEWS24 prepares national and international business news. Any 

events related to business and the economy are under their expertise. They also handle news 

about foreign currency, stock exchange, and so on. 

 

6. Assignment Desk 

 NEWS24 Assignment Desk covers stories for the local news. The reporters collected 

those stories with the command of the Head of News or Chief News Reporter.  

 

7. Production Desk  

 The Production Desk works for the rundown of the bulletin. The news producers manage 

the rundown. They usually fix the time duration of the bulletin and schedule the news. Then, the 

news editor checks the schedule and confirms it. After that, everything of the news going on air 

is under the production team. 

  

2.6. Other Important Sections 

●  IT Department 

 The IT department is crucial for any news channel. It looks after all the computers of 

NEWS24. The IT department is the resolving key for any technical problem with the computers 

or edited news footage. It handles all of the issues of the computers and is also responsible for 

processing the video footage of the news. After editing the news footage, the video editing panel 

sends footage to the IT department, and IT sends it back to the editing panel. Desk reporters and 
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video editors must work fast to complete their news before the broadcast. Any unexpected 

problem with the computer can create an undesired situation. If there is a problem with the 

computer, they fix it without delay or provide a solution.  

● Ingest 

The work of ingest is to record the video footage. The ingest is the fastest and most 

reliable for a channel's computer server to manage the official video files. The reporters' 

collected video footage is stored in the ingest department's server. 

● Store 

All the technical equipment of NEWS24 is stored here. The networking system for 

reporting, cameras, and other important stuff needed for any operation is stored here.   
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Chapter 3 

NEWS24 Newsroom 

 

 The newsroom is the most complex place of a TV channel. People are mostly curious 

about this place and its function. They need to learn about the news desks, so all their focus is on 

the newsroom activities. As I said, I was also curious about the functional activities of the 

newsroom before I joined NEWS24 as an intern. All the sections of a newsroom help to function 

the news altogether until the broadcasting. 

 

3.1. NEWS24 News Studio 

 

Fig 5: NEWS24 Studio 

 

 NEWS24 News Studio is where programs are pre-shooted and where all the news 

broadcasts take place. NEWS24 has two very organized news studios. For different programs, the 

sets of the studios are recreated. One studio is a virtual studio for pre-recording programs. This 

part of the Studio contains cameras from different angles and green backgrounds for the graphic 
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works. This part of the studio includes an electrical background that helps to edit the programs. 

The other part of the studio is mainly for live broadcasts of the news and the shows. It has a 

monitor controlled by the Production Control Room (PCR) to provide the auto scripts. It is 

primarily the softcopy of the news for the presenter to read. A screen is played on one side of the 

studio background when there is a program. The studio contains high-quality equipment for the 

HD resolution of the images.  

 

3.2. NEWS24 Video Editing Panel 

 

Fig 6: Video editing Panel 

 

 In the video editing panel, the video footage of the news is edited. People can relate to the 

news if the video matches the situation or the news. NEWS24 has seven video editing panels. 

Desk reporters, field reporters, and responsible newsroom editors download the video of their 

news and upload it to the joint server of the video editors. After that, the editors edit the video, 

maintaining copyright rules. With the instructions from the reporters, the editor adds background 

music and sequences the video to visualize the news story perfectly. The desk reporter or 
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reporter needs to give voice to the news, which is further merged with the video. This panel 

always works fast for having the pressure of seven desks altogether. It also lists the number of 

videos they are editing throughout the day with proper details. 

 

3.3. NEWS24 Employees 

 NEWS24 has very skillful and dedicated employees responsible for building the fame 

and popularity of the channel. From the operational heads to the interns, each person is modest, 

helpful, and works from the bottom of their heart for this channel. Time management is essential 

for any channel, and the employees here work smoothly despite having such rushed work hours 

before the programs go on air. Maintaining the chronological order in rush hours is appreciable. 

The department heads come up with ideas and then give the command to implement the concept. 

The responsible staff takes control and works with dignity. For example, after getting an order 

from the department head, a journalist goes for reporting and sends or comes back with the 

information. The desk reporters then start working on the news and edit the video footage with 

voice. They also store and save the file to rundown. The editors send the video to the IT 

department and the central server. The editors also check the news to confirm the rundown. 

Then, the control room and the newsroom broadcast the news. There are many other functions I 

need to mention here. It is a very complex and lengthy process, and learning this work ethic from 

NEWS24 was a fantastic experience. Simply put, each individual's position shows their practical 

responsibility. 
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3.4. Graphics Department 

 The Graphics Department is essential to the NEWS24 newsroom. It handles the works of 

graphics during the broadcasting. It is responsible for inserting the graphical elements during the 

news, promotions, and programs. The graphics department sets the Aston, which provides extra 

information about an interviewee or news story; Stings- which is basically short theme music of 

the channel; Ticker, which is the electronic display of news headlines and also sets different 

kinds of digital content. Because of the graphics department, we can see live headlines on the 

screen, pop-up promotional advertisements, live introductions visible on the screen, and live 

background music while broadcasting. 

 

3.5. Master Control Room and Production Control Room 

 

Fig 7: NEWS24 PCR 

 

 The Master Control Room (MCR) and Production Control Room (PCR) are closely 

connected to news broadcasting. PCR works to coordinate the news broadcasting. The NEWS24 

Production Control Room is attached to the News Studio containing monitors. The PCR has 

access to the video footage and soft copies of the news. They assist the production team when the 
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presenter starts presenting, or the video footage needs to be played. They also give reminders 

about when to take a break, switch the camera, and so on. On the other hand, the Master Control 

Room creates tickers, station logos, scrolls, and headlines, sets the program duration, and so on. 

When the Production Room takes a break in the broadcasting, the Master Control Room starts 

playing advertisements. With the direction of the Production Control Room, the Master Control 

Room operates the technical works. After that, it sends the signal to the satellite provider for 

broadcast. Then, the signal is transmitted over the air, and the cable television gets the signal 

eventually. 

 

3.6. Camera Person 

 A camera person or the photojournalists are responsible for the newsroom camera 

management. They capture the expressions of reporters, programmers, or news presenters. A 

cameraperson must catch an excellent angle for a proper shoot. Sometimes, we can see them 

running with the reporters while reporting. They are responsible for changing and fixing the 

angles while shooting a program. Getting a reasonable frame for the programs is their priority. 

They always need to remain focused.  

 

3.7. Light Department 

 Proper functioning of the lights in broadcasting or for a program is essential. The visuals 

of the image quality go down, or the camera only functions properly if the lighting is proper. The 

light department sets which program needs which kind of lighting.  
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Chapter 4 

Internship Experience 

 

I have learned that experience comes with being responsible. Being an intern in a reputed 

news channel showcases immense responsibility. The more accountable an intern is, the more 

experience they can gather. To have good work experience, people should have a positive work 

ethic to use their time however they can. On the first day, my Planning Editor, Md. Ariful Sazzad 

introduced me to my supervisor, Md. Unus Raju. Later, he introduced me to my mentor and 

other coworkers at the International Desk. I was stressed because the media sector was new to 

me. As NEWS24 is a Bangla news channel, I was first asked to learn Bijoy Bayanno Bangla 

typing. I practiced Bangla by following some of the given old sample news. This learning 

process introduced me to NEWS24's news writing style and unique wordings. My mentor guided 

me by providing basic instructions when I could not write the compound letters. I worked with 

my mentor's computer login ID in the first week, and in the second week, I got my computer 

login ID by filling out a form. 

 

Fig 8: International Desk 
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4.1. OOV (Out of Vision) Writing Experience 

 I started writing OOV (Out of Vision) on my second day at the International Desk. At 

first, writing OOV seemed challenging to organize in order, and it took time to adapt the OVV 

writing pattern. The word limit for writing an OOV is a maximum of 100 to 110 words, which 

takes approximately 15-30 seconds to broadcast. OVV has two parts, and the information should 

be precise. The first part should have proper data with a catchy grabber to capture the audience's 

attention. In the second part, the story is explained. The first two OVVs I wrote were news about 

A Mexican Security Minister convicted of drug trafficking and All Quite on the Western Front, 

winning BAFTA awards in many categories, and both aired. The International news airs daily at 

3:30 p.m., so I had to finish all my work on time. First, I had to choose the latest topics to write 

the news. I was instructed to follow BBC, CNN, Al Jazeera, Reuters, and many credible news 

portals to collect the information. NEWS24 is a Bangla news channel, so I had to translate the 

international English news to Bangla and summarize it to make it easier for the audience. In this 

case, I had to decide which line was more important and which information to include or omit. 

My mentor told me to keep the 5W and 1H in mind before writing any news, which reminded me 

of my ENG401: Editing course. Before summarizing the story, I always did a background check 

from reliable sources. Moreover, I had to follow the news words of NEWS24's unique written 

format. For example, I am using “গেল” instead of “েত”, ““ার ী” instead of “মহিলর”“” ”“ারেক ” instead 

of “প্ররক্তা”, etc. Sexist and discriminatory remarks are forbidden to use. One of my writings about 

Adani's falling stocks became the news headline. After writing the script, my mentor checked my 

information and gave feedback, and then the edited news went for the rundown. After writing 

OOV for one month, I started writing perfect OOVs. After getting used to writing OOV, my 

mentor taught me how to arrange video footage for the OOV. I was instructed in downloading 
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video footage from different sites, taking snips, and giving instructions while editing videos. I 

needed to go to the video editing panel to edit the videos. NEWS24 has a joint server system, and 

the International Desk has a folder called Nshare to keep the soft news piece. Different news and 

video footage were stored in separate folders according to date. I needed to rename the files in 

the formal structure and paste them to the correct folder. The most crucial part was keeping a 

backup copy for safety, as the joint server crashes sometimes. Almost all my OOVs went for the 

broadcast, and good ones were also praised. 

 

4.2. PKG (Package) Writing Experience 

In the sixth week of the internship, I started writing PKG. When my OOV was perfect, 

my mentor assigned me to write PKG. He told me to select a topic or exciting news for writing 

PKG. According to him, choosing a proper case is vital to deliver the story briefly. A beginner 

should start with something other than controversial issues. This is because only some news 

stories are suitable for PKG, and it is more challenging than writing OOV. I was nervous as it 

was the first broad news I would report. PKG is the short form of Package. It includes footage, 

images, videos, recordings, SOT, background music, voice dubbing, and so on. The word limit 

for short news pieces I wrote was around 110 words, but a package is usually 200 to 230 words 

or can be shorter or longer. The standard duration for a PKG is generally 1 minute 30 seconds. 

The first PKG I wrote aired in the Friday International news segment "Onnorokom Khobor." The 

report was about Japanese twin sisters who won the Guinness world record due to their 

considerable height difference. I read some sample PKG given by my mentor before writing. The 

beginning of the news is written using a grabber. It has a part for the presenter and a PKG part 

for the desk reporter. I needed clarification about what to write or which information would 
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come first; after I completed writing, my mentor checked my news and gave his feedback to edit. 

I collected the video footage from Reuter and stored the renamed file in the editing panel's 

folder. I also downloaded some pictures related to the news. My mentor and the video editor 

helped me to edit the video. With the order of the PKG, the video was edited. The most exciting 

part was giving voice in the video. Interns are not allowed to voice over the video, but my 

mentor helped me. I chose two Sound on Tape (SOT) to write, and I, along with the help of 

another intern, gave voice to them. It was a new experience for me. 

When the PKG starts, it answers six WH questions and continues like storytelling. It 

provides a five-second voice break a few times, but the video continues to play. SOT is used in 

the middle of the news. The PKG ends with the term Pay-Off. Here, a desk reporter tells the 

name and the name of the television channel to finish reporting. The whole process was exciting, 

and I noted everything. After the editing, the news editor double-checked the PKG, and it was 

approved for broadcast. 

 

4.3. Onnorokom Khobor Writing Experience 

Onnorokom Khobor is a subsegment of the International Desk. It aired every Friday at 

3:30 p.m. It comes in both OOV and PKG forms. This segment is fascinating as it only 

broadcasts funny, informative, or knowledgeable news people enjoy. The approach of this news 

segment is to make news circulating lively. My first Onnorokom Khobor was about Princess 

Katherine failing to make a pancake. I collected the report from Reuters and wrote it as an OOV. 

The discovery of a 2400-year-old ancient "Flush Toilet" in China, the mass death of fish in 

Australia, NASA unveiling the prototype of a new spacesuit design for the Artemis mission, a 

man accidentally eating a rare Cadbury's Creme Egg that is worth ten thousand pounds, the 
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release of a comic book on Harry Style's life story, and the Sacred Thai tattoo are some of my 

other Onnorokom OVV. I also wrote some PKG news for this section, such as a Thai shop that 

makes dead animal plushies, NASA's discovery of a planet named VHS 1256B, where two suns 

set over the horizon, etc. 

 

4.4. Program (It’s Amazing) Writing Experience 

The show “It's Amazing,” a segment of the Entertainment Desk, aired every Saturday to 

Thursday at 8:00 p.m. I experienced a different writing style here compared to the international 

desk. When I could write international news correctly, my mentor asked me to try another desk 

besides NEWS24, which was handled by the international desk back then. First, I helped my 

mentor write the body paragraph of a Lakme Fashion Show. This segment follows casual talking 

with the show host about different cultures, fashions, movies, and songs. I was free to use 

English fashion-related words without translating them into Bengali. I was also allowed to use 

English sentences to attract modern viewers. Finally, I found something to write that I liked. I 

gave it a try by following the basic structure and wrote one piece of news for the show about the 

grand opening of the Nita Mukesh Ambani Cultural Centre. I started writing with a proper 

grabber, using an introductory sentence to show the connection between the Ambani’s and 

fashion. I explained all the essential information and focused on celebrities' latest clothing 

fashion. Later, I also wrote a few other news in the fashion segment. Then, I switched to another 

segment of this program called reviewing songs. It was similar to reviewing movies. Firstly, I 

checked the Bollywood song “Yentamma.” I found it so interesting that I chose to study two 

other pieces by another artist. I decided to work on idol Kim Jisoo, who is a member of the 
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popular band Blackpink. I focused on her first solo debuting songs to review. While checking my 

writing, my mentor praised me for writing interestingly with almost zero errors.  
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Chapter 5 

Reflection of Theories 

 

 As a media and cultural studies student, I was familiar with the theories related to media 

activities. The core courses offered in the Department of English and Humanities such as 

ENG331 (Cultural Studies: Theory and Practice), ENG333 (Globalization and Media), ENG401 

(Editing), ENG404 (Copywriting), ENG440 (English for the Print Media), and ENG465 

(Translation Studies) consist of many theories and concepts. While doing courses, I thought the 

theories had no association with real life. From the first day after joining my internship, I noticed 

the use of the ideas everywhere. I was astonished at how perfectly the theories were shaping my 

writings. I will relate the theories in this chapter with my practical experience at NEWS24.  

 

5.1. Getting the Story: The Basics of Professional Journalism 

 Getting the story is crucial for news writing. The day I wrote my first news, I instantly 

understood that this is essential to writing any news. It can be compared to selecting, writing, and 

polishing any information. A videotape titled "Getting the Story: The Basics of Professional 

Journalism" discusses the essential elements of professional journalism taught in my ENG401 

(Editing) course. They are: 1. Reporting, 2. Writing, 3. Editing.  

● Reporting 

 A reporter needs to remember six elements while reporting a complete news story. It is 

possible when it answers the six WH questions: who, what, when, where, why, and how. I have 

learned that being a reporter is a very accountable job. They need to dig for the truth to find out 

the real story. For example, I wrote a news about a 500-year-old Peru mummy that was found in 
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a delivery man's backpack. I searched many sources to dig for the real story to deliver. For 

example: What happened? Who found it? Where was the mummy found? Why was the mummy 

there? When did the incident take place? How did the incident occur? This way, a reporter can 

check every essential information while gathering from sources like I did and can answer the 

audience's query. 

● Writing 

 When reporters have a story that answers the six WH questions, writing the outline 

comes with greater responsibility. The lead or intro and the body (what, where, who, how, when, 

why) must be organized sequentially. The news is organized in a general classic style called the 

Inverted Pyramid. The intro or the first paragraph should be the focus of the news story. Getting 

the first sentence or the grabber is quite tricky. The reporter needs to find a small anecdote for an 

individual example to illustrate the big story. The incident of the Peru mummy was simply stated 

to be found in a delivery man's backpack. In detail, that man said his family inherited it, and it 

was with him for over 30 years. The audience could think of this man as a thief by only hearing 

the introductory sentence. Thus, I wrote a catchy grabber by finding an anecdote to keep the 

story connected. My written introduction was: ত্রিশ কছ  ধে  মৃত মরাুেে  ারেে কাকরা   েছা গেরু  

এ  যুক । শুােত অকর  লরেেলও এটরই াহতি (A Peruvian young man is living with an ancient 

Mummy. It may sound surprising, but It’s true. 

● Editing 

An editor needs to put himself in other's shoes. NEWS24 did not have a separate desk for 

fixing grammar, syntax, or typographical errors, so reporters themselves were required to correct 

them. As an intern, my mentor edited my writings before rundown. He told me to try to relate the 

story from the audience's point of view, and then I would find out the problematic issues, 
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readability, and overall interest. Then he said to focus on the grabber. Good writing shows the 

scenario rather than explaining it irrelevantly. A few minor word changes can make the story 

lively, too. Before the final check, I had to edit my writing to be precise. An editor looks for the 

problems, the holes, the inconsistencies, and the imbalances of the story. Cutting off unnecessary 

information and delivering news with relevant images or videos is essential. As I discussed 

earlier, news scripts are shorter than news articles. The OOV story covers a whole news story 

within 4 to 5 lines. It needs much practice to make the proper order to write a report shortly.  

 

5.2. News Value Factors 

 News value factors are also known as newsworthiness. This term describes whether a 

topic is interesting enough for people to want to know. Johan Galtung and Mari Holmboe Ruge 

were the first to introduce the idea of newsworthiness for newspaper and broadcast news. 

Galtung and Ruge, in their book titled The Structure of Foreign News: The Presentation of the 

Congo, Cuba, and Cyprus Crises, said, “Since we cannot register everything, we have to select, 

and the question is what will strike our attention. This is a problem in the psychology of 

perception […]” (65). It explains that our brain can't process everything, and individuals lose 

focus when they see something unrelated. Thus, the news value factors add credibility to the 

news items. There are five news value factors: 1. Proximity 2. Prominence 3. Timeliness 4. 

Consequence 5. Oddity 

● Proximity 

 Proximity refers to the distance between the viewers and where the incident occurred. If 

the place of the incident is near the viewers, the viewers will give it more importance. As I 

worked for the International Desk, I tried to give more priority to the incidents that are near our 
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country or will affect us somehow. For example, I wrote news about Adani's wealth becoming 

half titled "হিেোকরে গ হ ারর্গ এ  হ েেরটগ প্র রেশ  গেে  ভর েত  হশল্পেহত গেৌতম আদরহা  াম্পহি প্ররয় 

অেধ গে  গােমেছ কেল েরহােয়েছ ক্লুমকরে গ". Gautam Adani is an Indian billionaire industrialist with 

numerous businesses in different countries. India is our neighbor country, and people wanted to 

know more about it because if anything happens to his business, it will also affect our country. 

Therefore, I gave this incident priority over other news. 

● Prominence 

 When a news story involves prominent or well-known persons, places, or events, such as 

the president, prime minister, celebrity, etc., the news gets extra attention from the viewers. The 

reason is people always like to hear about famous people. It also gets the priority for the 

rundown. During my internship, I had two news to work on simultaneously. I needed 

clarification about which one I should write first. One piece of news was about the first woman 

who died from covid vaccine in Japan, and another news I have written was about Donald 

Trump. He had been invited to testify before the New York grand jury. I gave importance to 

Donald Trump's news even though the other news was also a serious global issue. Trump is the 

former U.S. president and a well-known and influential political figure. Thus, this news has 

prominence to broadcast first. 

● Timeliness 

 News channels rely on their timely broadcast. The faster a channel can report, the more 

reliable they are to the people for information. If a news channel airs important news before any 

other channel, it will get attention. This is the era of technology. The audience likes to get 

information quickly. The news channels that telecast news stories late are not getting a 

competitive advantage. During my internship, I wrote updates about the Turkey-Syria earthquake 
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victims from time to time and the follow-up on Amritpal Singh's arrest warrant. People want to 

know more about these news stories. 

● Consequence 

 The success of a news story can only be determined when it can have a meaningful 

impact on the masses. As a result, while writing news scripts, I had to choose news stories that 

impacted the viewers' lives that they could relate to. For example, I wrote one news script about 

the scenario of Turkey one month after the earthquake happened. As a country full of natural 

calamities, Bangladeshi people could relate to the situation of Turkey. Knowing the suffering of 

the people from the news, people from Bangladesh and all around the world helped Turkey with 

their rescue mission and sent relief goods. 

● Oddity 

 People pay more attention to news that is unusual or unexpected. I was assigned to search 

for exciting and unique news, and luckily, I found some. For example, I wrote a news script 

about Harry Styles following the shoey trend. It is an Australian trend. Harry drank liquor from 

his sweaty sneaker in front of thousands of fans. It is odd news for people and worthy of getting 

viewers' attention. I wrote another news article about a man who accidentally ate a rare Cadbury 

Creme Egg worth ten thousand pounds. A chocolate worth that much was consumed accidentally 

is odd and worth writing about. 

 

5.3. Event and Movie Review 

 Reviewing is evaluating something critically. In the English for Print Media (ENG440) 

course, I learned about reviewing an event or a movie. While working at the Entertainment Desk 
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for the program “It's Amazing,” I wrote PKG about fashion events or songs. I wrote about the 

fashion of Met Gala 2023. I already knew how to review an event, but it was not a review. I 

slightly modified the writing style to sound more like studying fashion. Additionally, reviewing 

songs was similar to reviewing movies. I reviewed the Bollywood song “Yentamma.” I also 

reviewed Blackpink member Kim Jisoo's first solo album. For both the music and the event, I 

talked about the title of the song/event and the meaning behind it. I also spoke about the 

artist/organization. I pointed out the interesting facts about the song/event and why it succeeded. 

The choice of words shaped it perfectly to connect with the audience. I had to do another thing 

here: choose perfect video footage of the songs or the events. The selection of visuals makes 

them fascinating. 

 

5.4. Translation Studies 

In NEWS24, presenters recite news in Bangla. As I was at the International Desk, I 

needed to translate the source stories from English to Bangla and then summarize them following 

the news writing style. The importance of a proper translation is significant in the news script 

because important information might lose weight after translation. Hence, a translator must 

maintain the same effect after translating the news from the source to the target language. I 

learned translation in my course Translation Studies (ENG465). I have learned some of the most 

used translation strategies for news translation, such as using a more general word, paraphrasing 

related words, cultural submission-omission, and borrowing words. To work at the international 

desk, I had to follow them all. During my internship, I wrote a fashion-related international 

package where I was instructed to use minimal English words. On the other hand, I was asked to 

write using both English and Bangla and needed to keep a friendly tone for the program "It's 
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Amazing." For writing the Package, I avoided the literal translation and maintained a formal 

style to inform. For example, I wrote two news scripts about making animal plushies and Met 

Gala 2023. In both of them, there was a considerable loss of information. The loss happened 

because a news channel can include less detail than a news portal. I also used complicated words 

and translated them simply with the basic information so the audience could understand the 

story. I had to use Direct Translation for the sentences where I used borrowing words. I used 

"গ ড  রেে গট হেম", "ভিরেলহিোর লু ", "স্টরহািং লু ", "স্টরফড টয়", "গেট লরভর ােদ ", "গ্রুে আটগ গশর””““প্লরহশ”” 

and so on. Those words were still in the form of the source language, which is English. I also 

used different types of Connotative meanings, such as collective meanings. Connotation is a 

feeling imparted by word and phrase choice that the reader takes away in addition to the literal 

meaning of the phrase. I wrote, “প্ররহা  আ ৃহত হদেত ধরেে ধরেে প্রেেম  রডগেকরেডগ আ ঁর" to translate 

"gradually". On the other hand, the "It's Amazing" program includes more borrowed words and 

the use of Modulation, Affective meaning, etc., to persuade the audience to watch the show. For 

example, "Well well well ত্রোু  গারেলর গডকুি গশেে িেলও it's well worth the wait", "গার হভউয়রা গ, উইশ 

ির  অল দির গকস্ট ফ  ির  গারেলর  িরহ য়র ", " wooow াহতিই গযা এ টট  হ িং েরটটগ গশো হফে  আার", "So 

viewers, আেহা যহদ কহলউড  ািং লরভর  িা এখাই েরাটট গপ্ল  ে  crash the stage," etc. I have used 

compensation by merging and compensation by splitting theory in all the news. I have merged 

two to three lines and made it one line by sorting the critical information. Sometimes, I have split 

one extensive line into two lines because those lines contain lots of information. It is essential to 

extract the limited newsworthy information from those massive unlimited news sources. 
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5.5. Panopticon and Gaze 

'Panopticon' is derived from two different words. 'Pan' is a Greek word which means 

"all," and "Opticon" means to observe." Jeremy Bentham, an English philosopher and social 

theorist, coined the term Panopticon. This concept is about observing the prisoners by a single 

security system when they do not even know they are being observed. Later, the idea was 

expanded by a French philosopher, Michel Foucault. Foucault, in his book titled Discipline and 

Punish: The Birth of the Prison, stated, "The Panopticon is a radiant machine which, whatever 

utilization one may wish to put it to, produces homogeneous impacts of intensity" (202). This 

theory is relatable in this modern technological era. We are constantly being observed by 

knowing or not knowing, from our mobile phones to our every step outside. It is an unknown 

overseer at the top of society, frequently watching and controlling all aspects of our lives. 

People always think they are continuously being monitored even when they are not being 

guarded. According to Bentham, this is how the practice of Panopticon exerts power or influence 

over others. This authority is known as "gaze". Gaze refers to the pragmatic observation and 

oppression of subordinates. This kind of observation indirectly motivates people to act through 

the fear of being watched at all times. 

For example, I wrote news about the Australian government removing China's CCTV 

cameras from their defence sites. The U.S. and UK governments took the same step in the 

previous year. It was because they feared that they could be watched by hacking their systems. 

They were still determining whether they were being watched, so they took the steps beforehand. 
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5.6. Globalization and Mediascapes 

The media industry is in many ways responsible for globalization by spreading the global 

culture and trade. In this modern era, news is transmitted in the blink of our eyes. The news 

transmission took several days or months a few decades ago. A century ago, countries had less 

influence on each other's culture. Now, massive globalization has made the world a global 

village. Every country influences each other politics, social affairs, culture, religion, economy, 

and so on. Due to the development of technology, media right now has a significant impact on 

the global cultural flow. Based on ethnicity, technology, ideology, finance, and media, Arjun 

Appadurai, an Indian anthropologist and social theorist, divided the global cultural flow into five 

distinct segments. Here, we are focusing on media or Appadurai's theory of "Mediascapes." 

Appadurai, in his book titled Disjuncture and Difference in the Global Cultural Economy, said,  

that Mediascapesa", whether produced by private or state interests, tend to be image-

centred, narrative-based accounts of strips of reality and what they offer to those who 

experience and transform them in a series of elements (such as characters, plot, and 

textual forms) out of which scripts can be formed of imagined lives, their own as well as 

those of others living in other places. (299) 

According to Appadurai, people live in an imaginary world created by media. This world has no 

racial boundary. As a result, people are already aware of the culture of foreign countries, or they 

only know what media, such as news, series, movies, and documentaries, show them about the 

country. During my internship, I was influenced by the lifestyle of foreign cultures. After I edited 

the videos, the news looked perfect, and everyone was convinced that what I was trying to 

deliver was fascinating. 
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Recently, the people of Bangladesh have been desperate to settle in Canada. I wrote news 

about Canada's population growth, which increased by one million for permitted immigration. 

The previous year, about half a million people were allowed to immigrate legally by 2025. 

People think highly about Canada and want to settle there, so it took only a year to surpass the 

amount. People were not thinking about the cons. People are going there and struggling to adjust, 

finding a job in whatever category they can fit in, and convincing themselves by saying it is 

better than their country. It is all because of the cultural influence of globalization and media. 

Similarly, they can relate to people's emotions shown in media through video footage of any 

incident. For example, I wrote news about the earthquake in Turkey and Syria. The sentimental 

footage of victims made people feel bad for them. They saw people from other countries sending 

them relief goods, and they also did the same to show empathy. They were eager to know more 

about their condition and how many victims died or were rescued. They became emotionally 

connected to them and thought about what would happen if the same happened to them. The 

mediascapes influenced all of them. 

 

5.7. Ethical Journalism 

 For every print, broadcast, and online news organization, ethical journalism is an 

essential part. NEWS24 also maintains the five core principles of journalism. As a desk reporter 

of the International Desk, I have experienced many situations where I had to hold the ethics of 

journalism. In the article titled "The 5 Principles of Ethical Journalism," published by Ethical 

Journalism Network, it is mentioned that "There are hundreds of codes of conduct, charters, and 

statements made by media and professional groups outlining the principles, values, and 

obligations of the craft of journalism. Most focus on five common themes." The five core 
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principles of journalism are: 1. Truth and accuracy, 2. Independence, 3. Fairness and 

Impartiality, 4. Humanity, 5. Accountability. 

● Truth and Accuracy 

As a private news channel in Bangladesh, NEWS24 is very strict about news accuracy. 

False news can destroy the reputation of the news channel. NEWS24 provides truthful news as it 

is their ethical duty. Even though truth cannot be guaranteed, NEWS24 always tries to get the 

facts of the news. I was advised to follow multiple sources before writing any news. Depending 

on only one source cannot make the story clear and informative. Therefore, I checked relevant 

facts while writing news to develop the whole story. There was also the rule to collect 

information from credible sources such as BBC News, Aljazeera, Reuters, The Wall Street 

Journal, USA Today, etc. After getting the story, I tried to write accurate and factual news.  

● Independence 

Along with NEWS24, the reporters here are also independent while telecasting news. It is 

a private TV channel, so that no political parties can influence its content. Journalists have the 

permission to choose a topic to write. During my internship, I decided on the news about the 

economic instability and the Ukraine-Russia war. I have always discussed the facts and 

sympathized with those who need them. I saw NEWS24 covering all types of news regarding 

essential issues. Thus, NEWS24 can broadcast news by merging or comparing any topic with 

logical evidence. 

● Fairness and Impartiality 

NEWS24 does not telecast any biased news. Its preference is always the truth and the 

audience's choice in every situation. It is not biased towards any political party or influential 

people. Here, NEWS24 follows the ethics of the principle of journalism that includes “limitation 
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of harm.” NEWS24 reports the news in a very informative way to avoid harm. It also avoids 

news that can be hurtful for any community or can create chaos for its presentation. It keeps the 

source's privacy in terms of identity or revealing images when needed. Online collected video 

footage for the news was sincerely edited. Videos from YouTube and other paid portals were 

differently edited. The video or picture's unnecessary elements are edited, blurred, or adequately 

hidden. 

● Humanity 

NEWS24 focuses on social development and influences people's thinking well. It also 

telecasts many knowledgeable stories and points out the problems of the incidents to promote 

humanity. For example, NEWS24 has a segment about foreign culture and programs called 

"Onnorokom Khobor." These programs show many different news or incidents that can catch 

people's attention. I remember writing an OOV for this segment about the mass death of fish in 

Australia. It did not happen just one time. There were several more incidents related to this, and I 

mentioned them in the news. I was instructed to add a line about who is taking steps or who 

should do that. This type of news awakens the humanity of people to take action. 

 

● Accountability 

NEWS24 is always accountable for reliable news information. It always maintains its 

professional ethics. It keeps the expressions of the information from sources and corrects its 

mistakes without delay. This channel always works fairly and impartially in every news. Most 

stories have two sides to present, but NEWS24 balances them by adding context. It keeps its 

audience's trust by reporting impartially. It also tries to be fair and impartial toward any 

community, political party, or gender. NEWS24’s news writing style and presentations of the 
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news while broadcasting is very positive. They mention women or older citizens by using 

unbiased words to show them respect. There are some differences in terms of word choice from 

other news channels. For example, I wrote "ারেক  প্রধরামহি" insetad of "প্ররক্তা". All of those 

differentiate NEWS24 from the rest of the news channels for its unique expression.   

Overall, NEWS24 maintains truthfulness, fact and accuracy, impartiality, respect for the people, 

and public accountability. A leading news channel like NEWS24 needs to keep its audience's 

trust.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

 

 The real-life work experience in the media house is more complex and busier than we 

saw in the movies. In this report, I have incorporated all the insights and experiences I gained as 

an intern at the NEWS24 International Desk. I have also given an overview of the channel 

NEWS24. I have analyzed my internship journey, the structure, and the operating system of this 

channel. In these three months, I have learned many sides of professional reporting. The process 

of broadcasting news or programs is intensive. It was a pleasant journey, and I have learned a lot. 

Before, my thought about news channels was different. I needed to gain more knowledge about 

this sector. In the past, I thought presenters memorized the news scripts beforehand, and now it 

sounds pretty funny. After completing my internship at NEWS24, I got a genuine idea of how the 

media works. My experience while working at NEWS24 has taught me the actual work functions 

of news media. I have gained a strong sense of responsibility towards any group work. For 

example, we need to be polite while talking and requesting help. Also, the tone of rejecting 

anyone for asking for help should be polite and logical.  

 My reading and writing skills significantly improved after being admitted to the 

Department of English and Humanities at BRAC University. My whole undergraduate journey 

taught me the core techniques of writing almost everything. It brought significant changes in my 

thinking. The departmental courses were beneficial, along with the teachers. They prepared us 

for the internship beforehand. They taught us to research to know more because there is no end 

to acquiring knowledge.  
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 My 12 weeks of experience at NEWS24 taught me that learning from others' experiences 

cannot give us proper direction to apply in our lives. Also, bookish knowledge is only part of it. 

We need to learn things from our situational experiences. Before, I thought being an intern was a 

hard job, but it was super cool after experiencing it directly at the International Desk. My 

supervisor and mentor took me as one of their own. They treat me like their sister. They taught 

us to learn first for our future careers, not only for the internship. I was encouraged to do better 

for myself, not just to cover the time. Their supervising was very friendly. They praised me after 

writing my news and helped me edit it. They also help me to find out my errors to correct them. I 

was very much motivated by their behavior. To highlight, I was given the chance to work in 

another department called 'Entertainment Segment' along with the International Desk and was 

praised for doing well.  

The internal functional rules and regulations of NEWS24 amazed me. Time management 

and balancing daily work are of utmost importance. NEWS24 maintains a proper dress code, 

which is a good step. The code is appropriate and fair for both men and women. Additionally, I 

learned many hidden secrets about office cultures, such as behaviour and fellowship. I was also 

stuck with my passion while choosing what to write and cooperating with my colleagues. Before 

choosing a piece of news during my internship, I always asked my fellow workers If the 

information was covered beforehand or not. I always kept time for emergency news. While 

organizing my work, I have always kept time for the sudden emergency news announcement. I 

delivered the prepared news and videos at least an hour before the telecast. This way, I could 

prepare extra news or help someone else during work if there was an emergency. I also asked my 

mentor to check my information before submitting it to the final server. This sense of 

responsibility can only be earned with real-life experience.  
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 My fantastic experience at NEWS24 International News Desk will guide me in choosing 

my career path. Nowadays, morality and ethics in news media are fundamental. NEWS24 

maintains both suitable rules and regulations. Now, providing accurate and credible information 

is the duty of a journalist. In this sector, we need to use practical rather than bookish knowledge. 

This internship performance will help me in my future jobs. With my professional reporting and 

other technical skills, I am very much into this profession. It will be great to work for the people 

by providing truth in the name of "news."  
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Appendix 

 

 

Fig 1: OOV Adani’s Wealth 

 

Fig 2: OOV China CCTV Camera 

 

Fig 3: OOV Canada immigration  
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Fig 4: OOV Trump Scam 

 

Fig 5: OOV Chocolate Price 

 

Fig 6: OOV Peru Mummy  
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Fig 7: OOV Dead Fish 

 

Fig 8: OOV Harry Shoey 

 

Fig 10: PKG Twins Height 
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Fig 11: PKG Dead Animal Toy 

 

Fig 14: PKG Met Gala Fashion 
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Fig 15: It’s Amazing Yentamma 

 

Fig 16: It’s Amazing Blackpink 


